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1.    INTRODUCTION

1.1    The fragmentation of landscapes

Models of the extinction process and empirical estimates of habitat loss predict a high rate of extinctions on both local and global scales (Hanski 2005). Around the world, human land use increases fragmentation of most natural habitats, which, in combination with habitat modification and deterioration is the main threat to global biodiversity (World Conservation Monitoring Centre 1992, Caughley 1994). 
Habitat fragmentation produces a set of vegetation patches surrounded by a matrix of different vegetation type, and induces changes in both the physical environment such as the amount of radiation and the availability of water, and in the distribution of biodiversity. In fragmented landscapes, populations of specialist species are distributed into discrete patches of suitable habitat surrounded by typically unfavourable matrix habitat (Saunders et al. 1991). This is expected to have consequences for demography and population dynamics, individual movements, and maintenance of genetic variability. Habitat fragmentation is therefore considered to have significant consequences for long-term survival of specialist species that strictly depend on remnant habitats (e.g. Saunders et al. 1991, Saccheri et al. 1998). 


1.2    Metapopulations

Populations inhabiting fragmented landscapes may persist as metapopulations in a balance between local extinctions and recolonizations, if the number of patches of suitable habitat is sufficient, and the average size of patches is large enough (Hanski et al. 1996). The metapopulation concept was first introduced by Richard Levins (1969). The classical metapopulation model presented by Levins views the occurrence of a species as a network of discrete local populations linked by migration rather than as a continuous population. The Levins metapopulation model gives a deterministic description of the rate of change in metapopulation size, but is very simplistic, as it for instance assumes that all local populations are identical and have completely asynchronous local dynamics (Hanski 1999). The metapopulation approach has been taken further by many researchers to make it more applicable to real populations (Hanski 1999). 
According to Hanski et al. (1995a), a population can be specified to have metapopulation structure and dynamics if it fulfils certain conditions. In a metapopulation, the habitat that is suitable for the species is distributed into habitat patches that may vary in their size and connectivity to other habitat patches. All local populations inhabiting these habitat patches have a significant risk of extinction. However, the habitat patches are connected enough so that the colonization of even the most isolated patches is possible. In addition, local dynamics are so asynchronous, that the simultaneous extinction of all local populations is unlikely, though in the very long course of time any finite population and metapopulation has a non-zero extinction risk. In other words, the metapopulation persists in an equilibrium between the currently empty habitat patches and recolonization of local populations.           


1.3    Migration in metapopulations

“Dispersal is the glue that keeps local populations together in a metapopulation” (Hansson 1991). In metapopulations that persist as a result of a balance between recurrent local extinctions and recolonizations, a sufficiently high rate of migration is needed for long-term persistence (Hanski 1999), as without sufficient migration the recolonization of empty habitat patches is not possible. Recolonizations are essential to compensate for the inevitable extinctions of local populations (Hanski et al. 1995a). Migration guarantees gene flow between local populations, and thus contributes to the avoidance of inbreeding (Kuussaari et al. 1998). Migration distances set the spatial scale of a metapopulation by determining the scale of recolonization of unoccupied habitat (Hanski 1999). Migration may also affect local dynamics as well as the dynamics of the whole metapopulation (Hanski 1995b, Kuussaari et al. 1998, Hanski & Zhang 1993). Understanding the factors affecting migration, and the ways in which migration affects local dynamics, are key issues in developing good understanding of metapopulation processes (Hanski 1999). 
Evolution of migration rate has been a much-studied topic in evolutionary ecology, and a large number of factors affecting the evolution of migration rate based on both group level and individual selection have been presented (reviewed by e.g. Johnson & Gaines 1990). To illustrate the complexity of migration in metapopulations, I will below detail some of the factors affecting migration, and some of the theories on the evolution of migration in metapopulations in general. 
	Migration involves various costs and benefits at the individual, local, and metapopulation levels depending on the quality and stability of the environment. Local factors influencing migration include inbreeding avoidance, sib competition and conspecific density (resource competition). Metapopulation level factors include temporal and spatial variance in fitness, mortality during migration, and prevailing environmental conditions (Hanski 1999). Given these various effects, it is not clear in which way habitat fragmentation might select migration rate to evolve (Heino & Hanski 2001). Because migration often involves costs to the migrating individual, a very high rate of migration may not be beneficial to the metapopulation (Hanski & Zhang 1993), and as migration mortality is likely to increase with habitat fragmentation, a lower migration rate may evolve (Hanski 1999, Heino & Hanski 2001). On the other hand, in ever more fragmented environments, extinction rate may be increased and the fraction of suitable habitat unoccupied and available for colonization may also increase. In such a case, the greater opportunity of finding an uncrowded habitat patch with little or no competition may select for increased migration (Hanski 1999, Heino & Hanski 2001). Variation in migration propensity within metapopulations is essential for maintenance of the potential for evolution of migration rate in response to changing conditions in a fragmented landscape (Heino & Hanski 2001).
Metapopulation dynamics have been studied with the help of various mathematical models differing in the assumptions they make regarding the effects of individual behaviour and external factors like the configuration of the landscape on metapopulation dynamics. Models that use mark-release-recapture (MRR) data to parameterise metapopulation dynamics are of interest in this study. Two such recently developed models using MRR data to model migration and factors affecting it in a metapopulation are the Virtual Migration model and the spatially explicit diffusion model.
	The Virtual Migration model (VM, Hanski et al. 2000) has been widely used in metapopulation modelling studies (e.g. Petit et al. 2001, Wahlberg et al. 2002, Wang et al. 2004). The model uses individual capture histories obtained from mark-release-recapture data to estimate key survival and migration parameters affecting metapopulation dynamics. The VM model places special emphasis on habitat patch areas affecting per capita emigration and immigration rates. Another key element of this model is the effect of habitat patch isolation. The model assumes that individuals leaving well-connected habitat patches are more likely to succeed in locating another habitat patch than individuals leaving isolated patches. The VM model is suitable for studying networks of >10 habitat patches with substantial variation in their areas and connectivities.
Another recent model using mark-release-recapture data as the basis for estimating model parameters is the spatially explicit diffusion model (Ovaskainen 2004). This model is focused on the quantitative analysis of movements in heterogeneous landscapes, where heterogeneity does not necessarily involve discrete patches. For the parameterisation of the model, the landscape can be classified into two or more different habitat types, in which the movement behaviour of individuals is assumed to differ. Consequently, the model parameters are assumed to be constant within each habitat type, but they may undergo an abrupt change at the boundary between two habitat types. Accounting for this edge-mediated behaviour, i.e. an individual’s response to boundaries between habitat types, is a major achievement of the diffusion model. Edge-mediated behaviour (habitat selection) is often a major factor determining the overall pattern of movements (e.g. Stamps et al. 1987, Haddad 1999, Schultz & Crone 2001, Morales 2002), especially in habitat specialist species (Ries & Debinski 2001).


1.4    The metapopulation of the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia) in Finland

The Glanville fritillary (Melitaea cinxia) is a butterfly species inhabiting dry meadows on e.g. rocky outcrops, pastures and road verges with at least one of the two host plants the ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and the spiked speedwell (Veronica spicata). M. cinxia is widely distributed in the Palaearctic region from western continental Europe to the steppes in southern Siberia and up to the Arctic Circle in central Jakutia (Nieminen et al. 2004).
	In Finland, M. cinxia is endangered (van Swaay & Warren 1999, Rassi et al. 2001), and is found only on the Åland Islands to the southwest of mainland Finland . There it occupies a large network of more than 4000 small habitat patches within an area of 50 x 70 km2 (Nieminen et al. 2004). The turnover rate (extinction and recolonization rates) of the small local populations is very high and some 500-700 habitat patches are occupied at a time. There are no large local populations with an insignificant risk of extinction. Thus the Åland population exhibits classic metapopulation structure and dynamics (Hanski et al. 1995a). 
Adult butterflies fly from early June to early July. Males hatch on average 2-3 days earlier than females (protandry). Females usually mate only once, and lay their eggs in clusters on the host plants, where the larvae hatch after two to three weeks. The gregarious larvae spin a winter “nest” at the end of August, and after over wintering in the nest start feeding again in late March or early April, and pupate in May (Nieminen et al. 2004).
	The Åland metapopulation has been intensely studied since 1991, and it has become a widely recognized model system for studying factors affecting persistence of species living in highly fragmented landscapes, and the processes that take place in metapopulations (Ehrlich & Hanski 2004). As the winter nests of the larvae are conspicuous they can be reliably surveyed​[1]​ and annual surveys are conducted in the autumn and spring (Nieminen et al. 2004). During the surveys all known habitat patches in Åland are checked for the presence or absence of local populations, and the number of larval groups in occupied habitat patches is counted.       


1.5    Factors affecting migration in the M. cinxia metapopulation

According to previous studies, around 50% of M. cinxia individuals leave their natal patch during their lifetime (Hanski et al. 1994, 1995a), with females having a somewhat higher emigration rate (Kuussaari et al. 1996). In the Åland metapopulation migration occurs commonly up to 2 km from the source population, and more rarely up to 4-5 km (van Nouhuys & Hanski 2002, Wahlberg et al. 2002). Migration between habitat patches and the factors affecting it have been a major research topic in the M. cinxia studies. Here I describe some key findings. 


1.5.1    Quality of habitat and other environmental factors

Kuussaari et al. (1996) studied the environmental factors affecting emigration and immigration in M. cinxia in Åland. Several habitat patch characteristics had significant effects on emigration and immigration rate. 
The abundance of nectar plants had a strong effect on both emigration and immigration rates, so that individuals in a habitat patch with few nectar sources were more likely to leave, and such a patch was not favoured by immigrants. This same effect has been documented in another checkerspot species, Euphydryas editha (White & Levin 1981), and in Parnassius smintheus (Matter & Roland 2002). The abundance of the larval host plant Plantago lanceolata and its susceptibility to drought were negatively and positively correlated with emigration rate, respectively. In addition, the relative abundances of the two host plant species have been found to have an effect on emigration rate of females (Hanski & Singer 2001, Hanski et al. 2002). Females preferring Veronica spicata tend to have a higher emigration rate from habitat patches with only Plantago lanceolata than from patches with Veronica spicata, and vice versa. 
The openness of habitat patch boundary also influenced migration. Because butterflies drift more easily away from a habitat patch with open boundaries, e.g. a patch surrounded by low vegetation, and may also tend to leave a patch with poor shelter against wind, open patch boundary may substantially increase emigration. Another factor connected to patch boundary is habitat patch size. In small patches there is a great probability of encountering the patch boundary, which is expected to increase emigration rate. On the other hand, a large patch is discovered more easily by immigrants. Patch area-dependent emigration rate has also been reported for Hesperia comma (Hill et al. 1996) and for Melitaea diamina (Hanski et al. 1999). Isolation of a habitat patch naturally plays a large role in immigration rate, which increases with decreasing isolation (see also Hill et al. 1996). In addition to the above factors discovered by Kuussaari et al. (1996), weather is another factor likely to affect migration. Sunny and warm weather is known to increase butterfly activity, and can therefore be expected to increase emigration rate (White & Levin 1981, Shreeve 1984, Petit et al. 2001).
 In M. cinxia, in females many of the environmental effects on emigration are weaker than in males, possibly reflecting the greater tendency of females to emigrate from a patch regardless of habitat patch quality (Kuussaari et al. 1996). Females usually mate only once, shortly after their eclosion in the natal population, and spend most of their time in search of suitable host plants for oviposition (Boggs & Nieminen 2004, see also section 1.5.2). 
In addition to the environmental factors discussed above, migration is affected by conspecifics and natural enemies. Both positive and negative density dependence of emigration has been reported in close relatives of M. cinxia. Positive density dependence has been explained by resource competition (Dethier & MacArthur 1964) and by male harassment (Shapiro 1970, Baguette et al. 1998). The role of density dependence is not clear in M. cinxia. It seems that at relatively low population densities the presence of conspecifics may be used as a cue of overall habitat quality (Gilbert & Singer 1973, Hanski et al.1994), leading to a negative effect of population density on emigration, and a positive effect on immigration (Kuussaari et al. 1996). At higher densities the effect may be the opposite with higher population density inducing emigration, possibly due to male harassment (Enfjäll & Leimar 2005). Responses to density are similar in the two sexes (Kuussaari et al. 1996).
Melitaea cinxia larvae are parasitized by two specialist parasitoid wasps, Cotesia melitaearum and Hyposoter horticola (van Nouhuys & Hanski 2004). Of these two species, H. horticola has a high rate of dispersal and long colonization distances, and is found throughout the Åland metapopulation, even in very isolated and newly colonized local populations, parasitizing about a third of the host larvae in most populations. In contrast, C. melitaearum has a limited dispersal range and is found in only about 10% of local populations (van Nouhuys & Hanski 2002). Therefore, at the regional scale, M. cinxia females may benefit of emigration from populations parasitized by C. melitaearum (van Nouhuys & Hanski 2004).    


1.5.2    Genotypic and phenotypic variation 

In addition to the environmental factors affecting migration, the individual butterflies themselves differ in their phenotypic and genotypic qualities, making them variable in their migration propensity. In M. cinxia, this variation is at least partly maintained by landscape structure. Hanski et al. (2002) found that females in newly-established local populations were more mobile than females in old populations. Using an individual-based evolutionary model of local dynamics, the same result was predicted by Hanski et al. (2004). According to Hanski et al. (2002), this result could be expected on the assumption that new populations are generally established by females that are more dispersive than the average female in the metapopulation. Old isolated populations have lost many of the more dispersive individuals in the course of time, and due to patch isolation, emigration is not balanced by incoming dispersive individuals (Hanski et al. 2004). A significant interaction between population age and connectivity was found, so that mobility increased in newly-established populations with increasing isolation, but in old populations with increasing connectivity (Hanski et al. 2004).
Variation in mobility of individual butterflies may be caused by variation in their flight metabolic performance. In support of this, the same pattern as with mobility in relation to population age and connectivity was found in the adenosine triphosphate [ATP]/ adenosine diphosphate [ADP] ratio of flight muscles following 5 min of flight activity (Hanski et al. 2004). The [ATP]/[ADP] ratio was assumed to reflect the ability to rephosphorylate ADP to the energy transferring molecule ATP, and thus it is a measure of metabolic capability. A high ratio indicates a high capacity to sustain flight activity. This result suggests that physiological differences in flight metabolic performance may partly explain the observed variation in mobility. Body weight and wing size do not seem to influence migration rate in M. cinxia (Hanski et al. 2002).
In contrast to females, neither landscape structure nor population age affected mobility or the [ATP]/[ADP] ratio of males. This is likely to be explained by the difference in the function of flight in the sexes. As females mate only once, they are usually already mated when they recolonize new habitat patches (Boggs & Nieminen 2004). For females this is beneficial, as it gives them a chance to lay eggs in a habitat patch where their offspring may have higher fitness, possibly due to reduced resource competition (Heino & Hanski 2001). Males, on the other hand, attempt to maximize the number of matings during their lifetime (Boggs & Nieminen 2004). Thus for males immigration into a newly-colonized patch with only mated immigrant females presents no benefit. In an old population there may be unmated females for a migrant male in the beginning of the flight season, but even then time has been wasted during migration (Hanski et al. 2004). For males it probably is most advantageous to try to mate multiple times in the natal population (Hanski et al. 2006), and the causes of migration are likely to be different from those in females.     


1.6    A candidate gene for variation in migration rate: Pgi

Differences in migration rate and metabolic rate are likely to have a physiological and genetic basis, though the molecular mechanisms are largely unknown. However, phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi) is a candidate gene that may influence flight performance and migration rate in insects such as butterflies.     


1.6.1    The structure and function of the PGI enzyme

The PGI enzyme is the catalyst for the interconversion of glucose-6-phospate and fructose-6-phosphate, and is thus an essential step in the glucose metabolism and the resupply of energy (ATP) to flight muscles (Hanski & Saccheri 2006). The importance of the Pgi gene may be exceptional for flying insects because of the high energetic cost of flight. The mass-specific rates of O2 consumption of flying insects are the highest known in all animals, and some glycolytic enzymes work at rates close to their maximal flux capacity (Suarez 2000). The ability to rephosphorylate ADP during flight is likely to be associated with high dispersal rate (Hanski et al. 2004). Pgi is often highly polymorphic (i.e. variable) and known to have major fitness consequences in many kinds of taxa (Patarnello & Battaglia 1992, Katz & Harrison 1997, Dahlhoff & Rank 2000, Watt et al. 2003).
	In Colias butterflies, Pgi has been shown to be polymorphic (Watt 1977). The different Pgi genotypes differ in several enzymatic properties such as kinetics and thermal stability, which are expected to affect the metabolic performance of individuals (Watt 1983). Wheat et al. (2006) studied the three-dimensional structure of the PGI enzyme in the Colias butterflies. The enzyme is a dimer, i.e. it consist of two subunits, and it has 180˚ rotational symmetry. Each monomer (subunit) is essential for the other monomer´s catalytic function, while the monomers alone are catalytically inactive. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) leading to amino acid changes that alter the catalytic center may greatly affect the properties of the enzyme, which in turn may lead to differential flight performance (Watt et al. 1983) and differences in fitness components such as survival (Watt 1983), male mating success (Watt et al. 1985), and female fecundity (Watt 1992).           

	  
1.6.2    The Pgi gene in M. cinxia

The Pgi gene has recently been studied in M. cinxia. The gene is polymorphic also in this species, with a total of seven allozyme alleles in the Åland islands (Saccheri et al. 1998). Of the seven alleles, Pgi-f and Pgi-d are the most frequent. Three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) closely correspond to the 7 allozyme alleles (Orsini et al. in prep.).
Haag et al. (2005) found that in females the flight metabolic rate measured as the rate of CO2 emission, and the frequency of the Pgi-f allele were both highest in newly-established, isolated populations. These measures thus followed the same pattern in relation to population age and connectivity as migration propensity and [ATP]/[ADP] ratio in the previously mentioned studies (Hanski et al. 2002, 2004). In addition, individuals with the Pgi-f allele had higher than average flight metabolic rate. This effect was shown not to be due to correlations with other factors related to the age and connectivity of populations. These results suggest that the Pgi genotype has a direct effect on flight metabolism, though in the absence of mechanistic knowledge of the link between the Pgi genotype and enzyme kinetic properties, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the observed variation is due to another locus in close linkage with Pgi. It is reasonable to hypothesize that a gene affecting variation in flight metabolic rate may also contribute to variation in migration propensity (Haag et al. 2005).
In addition to their likely effects on migration propensity, Pgi genotype and flight metabolic rate have been shown to correlate with average clutch size in M. cinxia females, so that females with the Pgi-f allele have significantly larger clutches (Haag et al. 2005). This may occur because the Pgi-f genotype may enable oviposition in lower temperatures. This finding is consistent with results showing no direct trade-off between migration rate and fecundity (Hanski et al. 2006). Furthermore, the Pgi allelic composition of a local population influences its growth rate (Hanski & Saccheri 2006). The strength and sign of the molecular effect are context dependent, with the area and spatial connectivity of the habitat patch also playing a role. It is thus clear that variation in the Pgi locus or a locus closely linked with it has an exceptional effect on individual performance and even population dynamics of the Glanville fritillary butterfly.
In summary, there is strong evidence that Pgi genotype is associated with migration rate in M. cinxia. Firstly, the Pgi polymorphism in M. cinxia is very similar to that documented for Colias butterflies, where flight capacity and female fecundity are correlated with allelic differences in PGI enzyme kinetics and thermal stability. Secondly, the frequency of the Pgi-f allele is similarly affected by population age and connectivity as migration propensity. Thirdly, variation in the flight metabolic performance, which is likely to affect migration propensity, has been linked to genetic variation in Pgi or a closely linked locus.  


1.7    The aim of this study and hypotheses: The effect of Pgi genotype on movements of M. cinxia in a metapopulation

The aim of this study was to investigate whether the Pgi genotypes differ in their migration propensity among habitat patches in a natural M. cinxia metapopulation. Possible differences were examined using two statistical models of individual movements and survival parameterised with mark-release-recapture data: the Virtual Migration model and the spatially explicit diffusion model. Males and females were analysed separately because the effect of Pgi genotype on migration propensity may be different in the two sexes. 
	Based on the strong evidence summarised in the previous section, and the knowledge of the mating strategy of females (section 1.5.2), I hypothesise that females with the Pgi-f allele have higher migration propensity than females without it. On the other hand, I expect the opposite effect in males, based on the assumption that males with the Pgi-f allele are stronger fliers and that this is advantageous for males in other ways than it is for females. M. cinxia males in Åland exhibit two strategies of mate acquisition often found in butterflies, “perching” and “patrolling” (Boggs & Nieminen 2004). Patrolling males fly actively in search of females, whereas perching males are territorial, waiting at their territory to locate passing females, and driving away intruding competing males (Scott 1974, Berwaerts et al. 2002). Flight capability in perching males may play a key role in the success of keeping a territory and thus in the acquisition of mates (Van Dyck et al. 1997, Berwaerts et al. 2002). At the same time, the competent perching males may increase the emigration rate of males that are weaker fliers through harassment. I examined the effects of Pgi genotype on migration in the two sexes at the population level as well as the individual level.


2.    MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1    The study metapopulation

The habitat patches of M. cinxia in Åland form networks of patches, which are relatively isolated from each other (Nieminen et al. 2004). Phil Harrison searched the database of the past survey data for all the networks in Åland for networks that would be appropriate for carrying out a mark-release-recapture (MRR) study. He looked for networks with 30 to 70 patches, of which 10 or more had ≥ 4 larval groups in the autumn of 2005. Four networks met these criteria, of which the network shown in Fig. 2.1 was selected as the best candidate for this study. This network is located in the north-eastern part of the main Åland island, in the Saltvik commune. It is approximately 5 x 4 km2 in size, and comprised of 55 habitat patches, of which 29 were occupied in autumn 2005, with a total of 147 larval groups in the entire network. 
   
   

Fig. 2.1. The Åland islands with the M. cinxia habitat patches (light dots: unoccupied in fall 2005, dark dots: occupied in fall 2005). The map on the right shows the study area in north-eastern Åland with the habitat patches shown in red.

The occupied patches had been occupied for 1 to 13 years, with a mean of 3 years. The habitat patches vary in area from 64 m2 to 2,0 ha, with a mean area of 1 700 m2. The matrix between the patches consists mainly of agricultural fields, but there are also small stands of forest and bodies of water, roads and small villages. The study network is relatively isolated from the other Åland networks by more extensive areas of forest and water (Fig. 2.1). Two of the other four networks that were originally selected were retained as back-ups, in case of poor over-winter survival in the network in Fig. 2.1, potentially resulting in too few adults for the MRR study.


2.2    Sampling of larvae and assessment of population size by larval count

During the spring 2006 the study network was visited for two purposes, to ensure that the over-winter survival of larvae had been satisfactory and to collect larval samples from the surviving nests to obtain information about the Pgi genotypic composition of the occupied patches. At this point I could have switched to one of the other two networks had this one shown poor over-winter survival. 
I carried out the larval count with Phil Harrison and Mari Kekkonen in April 2006 as soon as the snow had melted and the larvae had come out of winter diapause. At this point, the larval groups are still compact, and the larvae relatively sedentary (Kuussaari et al. 2004) making the counting easier. The nests were located by using maps and field marks (sticks erected next to the nests) from the autumn 2005 survey. The larvae in each nest were counted. The counting was done carefully to minimize any breaking of the nests and to avoid the larval groups scattering and thus possibly causing elevated mortality.

Table 2.1. Larval sampling protocol
 	 







In addition to counting, larval samples were taken from each nest according to the sampling protocol (Table 2.1.). The purpose was to take samples without significantly affecting the population size. If dead larvae or skins were found, they were taken as additional samples. Larval samples were stored in eppendorf tubes in 99 % ethanol in low temperature (-20-10 C˚).


2.3    Mark-release-recapture –experiment

The movements of the adult butterflies in the study network were studied using the mark-release-recapture method (Ehrlich 1961). Phil Harrison, Juha Kallio, Pave Väisänen and I searched all of the 55 habitat patches for butterflies during most of the flying season in summer 2006, from June 2. to July 3. The network was divided into two areas, each of which was searched by a pair of people. Each habitat patch was searched every day or at least every 3 days depending on weather. During cloudy and rainy weather the butterflies do not fly, making them very difficult to detect. Therefore searching was not done on two days with such weather. The order of searching of the habitat patches was changed frequently to eliminate systematic effect of the time of day on capture probability in particular patches. 
The habitat patches were searched systematically for butterflies. The search effort was kept constant with the help of timers, at approximately 270 m2/min/pair of people. All M. cinxia observed were captured. The handling time of butterflies was not included in the search time. Butterflies caught for the first time were kept in a cylinder cage in a cool box until the end of the search time to make the sampling and marking more efficient. A wing sample of approximately 2 x 1 mm was taken from the hind edge of the hind wing with a biopsy punch (Stiefel® sterile (Ethylene Oxide) Biopsy punch, diameter 5 mm). The wing samples were stored in 99% ethanol in eppendorf tubes in low temperature (-20-10 C˚). The underside of the right hind wing of each individual was marked with an individual running number with a permanent thin point pen (Schwan® Stabilo OH Pen 841 universal permanent), with separate series of running numbers marked with different colours used by each pair of people. The colour and the number, sex, condition of the butterfly (scale from 1 to 3), place of capture (habitat patch number), date, time and researcher were recorded for each individual. Marked individuals were then released in the same habitat patch. For individuals caught that had already been marked, the same information as above was recorded and the butterfly was immediately released in the respective habitat patch. The behaviour of the butterflies did not seem to be affected by the captures, the marking, or the wing sampling (see also Hanski et al. 1994).  
Misreading of markings was avoided by using rectangular shaped digits. The easily misread digit 8 was not used at all. Failed markings were corrected by marking the individual’s left hind wing with a separate running number with a different colour. To keep the data readable by the models used in the analysis (sections 2.5 and 2.6), any recaptures clearly outside the habitat patches were disregarded. If an individual was captured multiple times during the same day, only the first capture was recorded.              


2.4    Genotyping of Pgi

Genomic DNA was isolated from the larval and wing samples using Nucleo spin tissue extraction kit (Mackerey-Nagel), with O/N incubation at 56C. All samples were genotyped for the 3 single nucleotide polymorphisms mentioned in section 1.6.2 and denoted as AA35F, AA111, AA361R. The SNPs were genotyped by primer extension reactions (Sokolov 1990), in which the screening primers, designed with a 3’ end immediately adjacent to the SNP, undergo a single nucleotide extension by a fluorescent labeled ddNTP that corresponds to the SNP allele. 
Each PCR reaction (PCR1-> AA35F, PCR2-> AA111, PCR3-> AA361R) (20 l) contained 20-30 ng genomic DNA, 1 M each forward and reverse primer, 200 M each dNTPs, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 20 ng BSA, and 0.2 U Taq DNA Polymerase. An initial denaturing step (5 min at 95C) was followed by 45 (PCR2) or 35 cycles (PCR3) of amplification with 1 min at 94C, 1 min at the annealing temperature (66C for PCR2, 56C for PCR3), and 1.5 min at 72C. PCR1 was amplified with a 45 cycle 68C-58C touchdown PCR. A final extension step included incubation for 15 min at 72C. PCR products were purified with Exo-SAP-IT (GE Healthcare) at a concentration of 1l/10l PCR reaction. Primer extension reactions employed the SnuPE kit (GE Healthcare, Batley & Hayes 2003), following manufacturer’s instructions, and were run on a Megabace 1000 (GE Healthcare). Genotypes were called by SNP profiler (GE Healthcare), and the calls checked visually. A further checking was done by confirming that the combination of the 3 SNP genotypes translated into one of the possible Pgi allozyme genotypes. The SNP AA111 genotype determines whether an individual has the allozyme alleles F or G (AA111 genotype is AC or CC). The combined SNP genotypes of AA111 and AA361R determine whether an individual has the allozyme allele F (AA111 genotype is AC or CC, and AA361R genotype is TC or TT).






2.5    The Virtual Migration (VM) model

The Virtual Migration model (see section 1.3) was used to estimate population parameters and their 95% confidence intervals from the mark-release-recapture data, and to calculate population specific numbers of emigrants observed in the actual data set and the numbers expected based on the model parameters.  


2.5.1    Model parameterisation

The model parameters to be estimated for the VM model are given in Table 2.2. Model parameters are fitted by maximum likelihood estimation, and the associated 95% confidence limits are estimated by likelihood ratio tests. Additionally a daily capture probability is estimated. For more details, see Hanski et al. (2000). 

Table 2.2. The parameters of the Virtual Migration model.
 
1) mortality in patch
2) scaling of mortality during migration
3) emigration rate for 1 ha patch
4) scaling of emigration with patch size
5) scaling of immigration with patch size
6) distance-dependence in migration

I will briefly describe the biological assumptions behind the parameterisation of the VM model. Daily events are described in the order they are assumed to happen in the model. First, an individual survives in a patch with a daily survival probability. If an individual survives, it either stays in the patch or emigrates with a probability that is negatively affected by patch area. Once an individual emigrates, it survives the migration event with a probability that depends on the connectivity of the initial patch. The connectivity of a patch is given by the equation

,                                                                                            (1)

where djk is the distance between patches j and k, α is the parameter determining the effect of distance on isolation, A is the area of the receiving patch, and ζim is the effect of area on immigration rate. In the estimation of the two different mortality rates, within patch mortality and mortality during migration, it is assumed that only migration mortality is affected by connectivity. Surviving individuals immigrate to a certain receiving patch with a probability that is equal to the proportion of the patch’s contribution to the connectivity of the source patch. With these definitions it is possible to calculate likelihoods for all possible daily events, and the likelihood of an individual’s capture history, which is the product of the probabilities of the observed daily events. The likelihood of the entire data set is the product of the likelihood of all individual capture histories.
The parameterisation of the Virtual Migration model was performed with the Virtual Migration Model Simulation Software (see Appendix). The software includes three separate programs: VM for parameter estimation, VMCL for computing the 95% confidence intervals of the parameter estimates, and VMSIM for simulation of data based on the parameter estimates.
The VM program gives as output various descriptors of the data including day and patch specific capture probabilities, patch specific observed and expected numbers of emigrants, immigrants and residents, as well as the actual parameter estimates.  


2.5.2    Comparing population specific observed and predicted emigration rates

One application of the Virtual Migration model of interest here was to compare the emigration rates of populations with dissimilar Pgi genotypic compositions as estimated with the genotyped larval samples. This was done by comparing the observed emigration with model-predicted emigration from a given habitat patch. The goodness-of-fit of the expected numbers to the observed numbers of emigrants was calculated using the χ2 test statistic separately for each population, where

.                                                                                                    (2) 

A  χ2 test was performed for the expected and observed numbers of female and male emigrants in the pooled sample.   

2.6    The spatially explicit diffusion model

The spatially explicit diffusion model (Ovaskainen 2004) was used to estimate population parameters based on the mark-release-recapture data (see section 1.3). Posterior predictive simulated mark-release-recapture data were then created using the posterior distributions of the parameters. The posterior predictive data were used to estimate expected distributions for various movement descriptors. The diffusion model was run separately for males and females, but due to limited sample size it was not run separately for the different Pgi genotypes.


2.6.1    Model parameterisation

The parameters of the spatially explicit diffusion model include a parameter describing edge-mediated behavior (the boundary multiplier), habitat-specific diffusion, mortality, and capture probability.
I describe here the biological assumptions of the diffusion model and its three components defining the history of an individual: movement within a habitat type, the behavior at edges between habitat types, and mortality. Movement within a habitat type is assumed to follow a random walk or a correlated random walk. For both types of random walk it is assumed that an individual moves in steps of straight lines, the duration and length of which are derived from given distributions. In uncorrelated random walk the angles between the movement lines are random, whereas in correlated random walk the angles are derived from a given distribution with a mean of zero. The distributions specifying the random-walk movement can either be combined or only one type of random walk may be chosen for the computation of the diffusion coefficient which can also vary with time. Here, uncorrelated random walk was chosen. Edge-mediated behavior is described by habitat specific boundary multipliers, and it depends most importantly on the probability that an individual will move toward the preferred habitat type when it is close to the boundary between two habitat types. The mortality coefficient is derived as one minus the product of the probabilities of an individual being located at any region at a given point in time. The capture probability is the probability of an individual being found at a location where it is actually at. The likelihood of an individual’s capture history can be calculated on the basis of these parameters. The likelihood of the entire data set is given by the product of the likelihoods for all individuals. This likelihood function is used in Bayesian parameter estimation, in which prior distributions (based on previous data, and assuming wide confidence intervals) are set for all parameters. Bayesian inference proceeds by interpreting these prior distributions with respect to data (i.e. the likelihood), and generating posterior distributions for the model parameters.
Otso Ovaskainen estimated the population parameters from the mark-release-recapture data with the program Disperse. For details on running the diffusion model, see Ovaskainen et al. (2007). The model output includes the estimated posterior distributions of the parameters and their means. The 95% confidence intervals of the parameters were estimated based on the posterior distributions. Pairs of population parameters were examined for possible correlations. 


2.6.2    Posterior predictive simulated data

One thousand simulated posterior predictive mark-release-recapture data sets were created for each sex using the program Disperse (Ovaskainen et al. 2007). These simulated data sets can be used to explore whether or not there is lack-of-fit of the diffusion model to the data. The simulations were done by randomly selecting the parameter values from the posterior distributions estimated from the true MRR data. On the basis of these randomised parameter values the movement history of each butterfly was reconstructed for each simulation. Each individual thus starts its movement history in the same habitat patch on the same day as in the actual data, but its subsequent movement history is determined by the current parameter values. The expected movement histories of individuals given the posterior distributions of the parameter values can then be estimated.
Distributions of various predicted movement descriptors were calculated separately for the Pgi classes using 1000 simulated posterior predictive data sets. The movement descriptors include the total number of moves made between habitat patches, the fraction of individuals that moved at least once, and the distance distributions of these moves. Further descriptors were investigated in relation to particular features of the data sets and based on the results from the three main descriptors. These extended analyses are detailed in the results section. A measure of longevity defined as the mean capture time span (the mean time between the first and last capture of an individual) was also examined. The calculations were performed using codes written in the statistical software package R 2.3.1. (R Development Core Team 2006). The deviations of the observed values from the expected distributions were evaluated graphically and by calculating the significance value.   


2.6.3    Comparing observed and predicted measures of movement and longevity among the Pgi genotype classes

When the real data seemed to deviate from the model-predicted values for the posterior predictive distributions, as explained in the preceding section, the effect of the Pgi genotype on the deviation was examined. The individuals of each sex in the real data sets were grouped into two classes according to their Pgi genotypes. The corresponding individuals in the 1000 simulated data sets were also grouped according to their Pgi genotype in the observed data. The Pgi genotype classification into f and non-f classes was done on the basis of the SNPs as explained in section 2.5.2. The distribution for the difference in the descriptor for the two genotype classes was calculated from the simulated data and compared to the value of the difference in the real data. The observed difference from the model-predicted difference was tested with the alternative hypotheses that f females have more/longer migration events than non-f females, and that non-f males have more/longer migration events than f females (see section 1.7).  


2.6.4    Comparing population specific observed and predicted emigration rates

Population specific emigration was analysed by pooling the populations into high-f and low-f populations according to the larval Pgi genotype frequencies in the manner described in section 2.4. The number of emigration events from the pooled populations observed in the real data were compared with the predicted distributions of the numbers of emigrations from the same populations calculated from the posterior predictive data. 


2.7    Randomization tests

The tests comparing the Pgi genotypes described in sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 provide one way to search for differences between the genotypes with respect to movements and longevity. However, the simulated data upon which these tests are based could in some instances lead to biased results due to the assumptions of the diffusion model, for instance that the individuals are identical with respect to their mortality and diffusion rates (pers. comm., Otso Ovaskainen, Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences, University of Helsinki). The simulated data are also generated based on the average of the individuals in the two genotype classes. Therefore, simpler randomization tests were performed with the original data to make further comparisons among the genotypes.
These randomization tests examined the null hypothesis that the means of the various movement and longevity descriptors for the f and non-f genotypes are the same. To do this, the individual capture histories were randomly divided into two groups of the same size as the original genotype groups. Altogether 999 such randomizations were performed. For each randomization the difference in the various means for the two groups were calculated. Thus a distribution was built up, in which genotype and movement are not related. Using this distribution, the significance of the real value was calculated. Given that entire capture histories are randomized, far fewer assumptions about the data are made. It is just assumed that the two groups are the same, hence this approach allows for individual differences which the diffusion model does not. Randomization tests were also performed to make comparisons across both genotype and sex. For example, to compare genotype and sex for the mean number of moves the following test statistic was used in the randomizations:

( Mov(f)f – Mov(non-f)f ) – ( Mov(f)m – Mov(non-f)m ),		(3)

where Mov(f) and Mov(non-f) give the mean number of moves in the randomized data set for f and non-f individuals, respectively, and the subscripts m and f are for males and females.






3.1    Description of data and basic statistics

3.1.1    Larval counts and mark-release-recapture results

In the spring 2006, 29 habitat patches in the study area that had been occupied in the previous autumn were surveyed. Seven (24%) of these local populations had gone extinct during the winter. The remaining local populations were inhabited by 1-17 (mean: 4.4) surviving larval families. The total larval count for the entire metapopulation was 1721 larvae. The total larval population size was estimated to be suitable for the purposes of the MRR study. A sample of 218 larvae were taken from the occupied populations, 2-48 larvae from each population. 
The population larval counts in the spring and the number of adults captured in the following summer showed a positive correlation (Fig. 3.1). Table 3.1. shows the summary statistics of the mark-release-recapture study. During the study, 334 adult butterflies were marked, of which 122 (36.5%) were females and 212 males (63.5%). The sex-ratio of the captured individuals was thus greatly biased towards males. 

Fig. 3.1. The relationship between the population larval count in spring 2006 and the number of adults captured during the following summer.

The first females were observed 2 days later than the first males, which is consistent with previously observed protandry in this species (Nieminen et al. 2004). Fifty-four percent of female markings, and 64% of male markings were made on days 7-14 of the 32-day experiment. The recapture rates were high, with 45.1% and 54.2% of females and males recaptured at least once, respectively. The recapture rates of males and females are not significantly different (χ2 test, df=1, P>0.05). There were altogether 99 recaptures of females and 333 recaptures of males. Females that were recaptured at least once were recaptured 1-6 times, with a mean of 1.8. Recaptured males were recaptured 1-11 times, with a mean of 2.9. Numbers of recaptures were highest during days 12-18, when 54% of female and 54% of male recaptures were made (see Fig. 3.4). Initial captures were made in 38 habitat patches and recaptures in 24 habitat patches. 





Recaptured at least once (%)	45.1	54.2	50.9
No. migrants	10	23	33
Average distance moved (m)	544	675	635

The longest time between the first and last capture (capture time span) was 14 days in females and 23 in males, whereas the average capture time span was approximately 5 days in females and 7 days in males. During the experiment, a total of 10 (8.2%) females and 23 (10.8%) males were observed to have migrated between habitat patches. The observed female life-time moves were 172 to 2301 m (mean 544 m), and the observed male moves were 103 to 2032 m (mean 675 m) in length.


3.1.2    Pgi genotypes

The Pgi genotype class (f vs. non-f) could be obtained for all 334 adult butterflies, and for 98% of the larvae. Forty-five percent of females and 48% of males had genotype f. The frequencies of the f Pgi genotypes did not significantly differ in males and females (χ2 test, df=1, P>0.05). At the population level, 17 populations were assigned a Pgi genotype frequency class (high-f vs. low-f) based on the genotypes of the larvae sampled from that population. Seven populations were included in the high-f class, and 10 in the low-f class. The cut-off point was chosen so that the sample size of emigrants in each class would be roughly equal. Here, the cut-off point was chosen at the f genotype frequency of 0.45. Populations with less than 4 larval genotypes were excluded because of small sample size. The Pgi-f genotype frequencies of local populations were widely variable, ranging from 0 to 0.83, with a mean of 0.39 (see also Table A.1 in the Appendix).


3.1.3    The effect of landscape structure and population age on Pgi genotypic composition

The frequency of the Pgi f genotype based on the larval samples from 17 populations did not correlate significantly with population connectivity, area or age. Examining the effect of connectivity separately for new and old populations (Fig. 3.2A), and the effect of area separately for isolated and well-connected populations (Fig. 3.2C) did not significantly affect the results. Looking at the effect of population connectivity separately in small and large habitat patches (Fig. 3.2B), the frequency of the f genotype seemed to increase with increasing connectivity in small patches, whereas it decreased with connectivity in large patches, although the result is not statistically significant (model with connectivity, log area and their interaction F=1.59, P=0.244). Weighing the model with the larval sample size did not qualitatively change the result.








3.2    Virtual Migration model

3.2.1    Model parameters

The estimated parameter values of the Virtual Migration model and their associated 95% confidence limits are given in Table 3.2. The quality of the data set is reflected in the width of the confidence intervals, which decrease as the sample size and thus the quality of the data increases. Here the confidence limits are very wide for both sexes, but wider for females because of smaller sample size than that of males. Because the confidence limits are asymmetrical, it is difficult to test whether the parameter estimates significantly differ in females and males. Therefore, I consider the parameter estimates to differ significantly only if their 95% confidence intervals do not overlap. Here, the confidence intervals of each parameter estimate overlap for the two sexes, and thus the parameter estimates do not differ significantly in females and males. 

Table 3.2. The VMM parameter estimates, their 95% confidence intervals, and the mean capture probability for females and males.
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Parameter	Females	 	 		Males	 	 
				mean	95% confidence interval		mean	95% confidence interval
 	 	 	 	 	lower bound	upper bound	 	 	lower bound	upper bound
mortality in patch                   	0.24	0.00	0.31		0.11	0.00	0.17
scaling of mortality during migration    	0.30	0.00	4.77		1.14	0.18	5.63
emigration rate for 1 ha patch    	0.05	0.01	0.31		0.08	0.03	0.22
scaling of emigration with patch size 	-0.42	-0.85	-0.04		-0.24	-0.56	0.00
scaling of immigration with patch size    	0.81	0.29	1.44		0.92	0.59	1.28













	Some parameters have a straightforward interpretation. The rate of emigration from habitat patches scales with a power of -0.42 of patch area in females and with a power of        -0.24 in males. Furthermore, the rate of immigration scales with powers of 0.81 and 0.92 in females and males, respectively (Table 3.2). This means that emigration decreases and immigration increases with increasing patch area, and that emigration is more affected by patch size in females, whereas immigration is more affected by patch size in males. The daily emigration rate from a patch of unit size (1 ha) was 5% in females and 8% in males. The daily mortality rate within habitat patches was 24% in females and 11% in males. Hence, females were almost 5 times more likely to die in a patch than to emigrate from it, whereas males were approximately as likely to die or to emigrate. The average lifetime in a habitat patch can be inferred from the mortality coefficient, and is predicted to be around 4 days in females and around 9 days in males. The daily migration distances can be inferred from the value of the parameter describing the distance-dependence in migration. Hence, the daily migration distance is estimated to be around 300 m in females and around 350 m in males. The estimated capture probability was smaller in females (0.36) than males (0.48), although the difference is not significant (χ2 test, df=1, P>0.05).


3.2.2    Population specific emigration rates in relation to the Pgi genotypic composition

Table A.1 in the Appendix gives the results of the population specific goodness-of-fit tests and the corresponding frequencies of non-f and f Pgi genotypes for each population. The model fit is relatively poor, with often an excess of observed emigrants compared to the numbers of emigrants predicted by the VM model. This is likely to be due to the small sample size. Sample sizes for individual populations were too small to make any conclusions on the effect of the Pgi genotypic composition on emigration rate from a single population. 










To increase sample sizes, the populations were pooled according to their Pgi genotypic frequencies into high-f and low-f populations (see section 2.4). In the pooled data, there was lack-of-fit of the VM model for the number of emigrants (Table 3.3) in all but the low-f females. The greatest lack-of-fit was for high-f population females and low-f population males, with an excess of emigrants from these populations compared to the VM model predictions.


3.3    Spatially explicit diffusion model and randomisations

3.3.1    Model parameters

Table 3.4 gives the parameter estimates of the spatially explicit diffusion model and their 95% confidence intervals. As in the interpretation of the parameter estimates of the VM model, I assume that the parameter estimates of the two sexes differ significantly only if their 95% confidence intervals do not overlap. The confidence intervals of females and males overlap for each parameter, and hence the parameter estimates do not differ significantly between the sexes. A correlation between the boundary multiplier and the diffusion coefficient was found.

Table 3.4. The parameter estimates of the spatially explicit diffusion model and their 95% confidence intervals, separately for females and males. 
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Parameters		Females	 	 		Males	 	 
		median	95% confidence interval		median	95% confidence interval
 	 	 	lower bound	upper bound	 	 	lower bound	upper bound
boundary multiplier	k	0.00063	0.00018	0.00208		0.00109	0.00044	0.00244
diffusion coefficient 	D	168 000	85 900	462 000		83 300	55 400	162 000
mortality rate	m	0.25	0.19	0.32		0.18	0.15	0.21
capture probability	p	0.38	0.30	0.46		0.48	0.43	0.54










	The parameters have a straightforward biological interpretation. From the boundary multiplier it can be inferred that the density of females and males within habitat patches is approximately 1/k ≈ 1600 and 900 times higher, respectively, than the density of butterflies in non-habitat. The diffusion coefficient can be transformed into the average life-time movement distance in a homogenous environment (, Table 3.4), which is here around 1300 m for females and 1100 m for males. The average life-time inferred from the mortality coefficient is 1/m ≈ 4 days and 5.5 days in females and males, respectively. The capture probabilities are 0.38 for females and 0.48 for males. The difference in the capture probabilities is not statistically significant (χ2 test, P>0,05).


3.3.2    Goodness-of-fit of movement descriptors, and movement between habitat patches in different Pgi genotype classes

I will first examine the goodness-of-fit of the observed values of the movement descriptors to the expected distributions derived from the diffusion model posterior predictive data. Subsequently I will investigate the effect of the Pgi genotype on movements using the classification of f vs. non-f genotypes. I will make the comparisons of the different genotype classes using the randomised data sets by subtracting the value for non-f individuals from the value for f individuals. One-sided tests on the goodness-of-fit are used based on the hypotheses of the effect of the Pgi genotype on females and males (section 1.7). The corresponding comparisons using the diffusion model posterior predictive simulated data gave qualitatively and quantitatively similar results as the randomisations.   

Fig. 3.3. The diffusion model predicted distribution of the number of migration events between habitat patches and the observed value (thick line) in females (A. two-sided p=0.328) and males (B. two-sided p=0.094).

The number of migration events between habitat patches appeared to deviate from the model predictions (Fig. 3.3). Results for both females and males suggested a lack-of-fit, and the deviation was especially evident in males (one-sided P=0.094). The level of movements between habitat patches was investigated further by examining the temporal pattern of migration events to locate the deviation more accurately. There was lack-of-fit in the cumulative number of moves (Fig. 3.4A, C), so that the number of moves levelled of sooner in the flight season than predicted.
The effect of the Pgi genotype on the deviations was further assessed by randomisations. The randomisations for the mean number of migration events suggested differences between the non-f and f individuals. In females (Fig 3.5A), those with f genotypes seemed to move more between habitat patches than those with a non-f genotype. On the other hand, f males had on average fewer migration events than non-f males (Fig. 3.5C). The difference between the Pgi genotype effect between the two sexes was nearly significant at 5% level (one-sided p=0.076, based on the test given in equation 3). Further, the numbers of migration events seemed to level off sooner in the flight season in non-f females (Fig. 3.5B) and f males (Fig. 3.5D). The difference was not due to a difference in catchability, because the numbers of recaptures fit the expectations very well (Fig. 3.4B, D, see also Fig. A.1 in the Appendix). The difference between the sexes was again nearly statistically significant.


Fig. 3.4. The diffusion model predicted (mean and 95% confidence interval) and observed (squares) cumulative number of migration events in females (A) and males (C), and the number of recaptures in females (B) and males (D).


Fig. 3.5. Randomisations for the difference in the means between f and non-f genotypes (f-non-f) in: 1) the number of migration events between habitat patches in females (A, one-sided P=0.195) and males (C, one-sided P=0.205), predicted (distribution) and observed (thick line), and 2) the cumulative number of migration events in females (B) and males (D), predicted (95% confidence interval) and observed (squares).

There were several individuals (3 males, 1 female) that seemed to have a non-random movement path, having moved from patch “A” to “B” and thereafter returning to the original patch “A”. Assuming uncorrelated random walk movement, the diffusion model predicts such a pattern to be rare, especially if the distances moved are long. In fact, there was one such move that was highly unlikely according to the model predictions (one-sided P=0.031), and this move was made by a non-f male. The only female with such a movement pattern had an f genotype. 
The fraction of individuals that moved between habitat patches at least once during their life-time gave similar results for the effect of Pgi genotype as the mean number of migration events. There seemed to be fewer non-f female movers (one-sided p=0.166) and f male movers (one-sided p=0.263) than expected. The difference between the sexes in the Pgi genotype effect was nearly significant (one-sided p=0.065). 
The mean migration distances were not affected as strongly by the Pgi genotype as the number of migration events. The migration distances fit the diffusion model’s predictions closely. The non-f males moved longer distances than expected by the randomisations (Fig. 3.6B, one-sided p=0.135). The randomised distribution of females was bimodal (Fig. 3.6A) because of an outlier migration distance of 2300 meters (1700 m longer than the second longest move), which in the randomisations was placed in each Pgi genotype class around half of the time, pulling the distribution in either direction. The effect of Pgi genotype on migration distances seemed to be different in the two sexes, but the difference was not significant (one-sided P=0.271).  


Fig. 3.6. The difference between the mean migration distances for the non-f and f (f − non-f) A. females (two-sided P≈1) and B. males (one-sided P=0.135). 


3.3.3    Longevity in the Pgi genotype classes

The overall capture time span (time between the first and last captures) as a measure of longevity fit the diffusion model expectations closely in females (Fig. 3.7A-C). In contrast, there was a significant lack-of-fit in males (Fig. 3.7D-F). There were significantly fewer (two-sided P≈0,00) males with a medium capture time span, and significantly more (two-sided P=0.022) males with a long capture time span than expected. I studied the possible effect of the Pgi genotype on this lack of fit with randomizations. The Pgi genotype did not make a contribution to the lack-of fit for the capture time span in either sex (Fig. 3.7). The diffusion model posterior predictive data gave qualitatively and quantitatively similar results.     
  

Fig. 3.6. The diffusion model predicted and observed (thick line) numbers of individuals with a certain capture time span (cts). A. females with cts=1. B. females with 1<cts≤5. C. females with cts>5. D. males with cts=1 (two-sided P=0.256). E. males with 1<cts≤6 (two-sided P=0.00). F. males with cts>6 (two-sided P=0.022).


Fig. 3.7. The predicted (by randomisation) and observed (thick line) difference in the mean numbers of individuals with a certain capture time span (cts) in f and non-f genotypes (f – non-f). A. females with cts=1. B. females with 1<cts≤5. C. females with cts>5. D. males with cts=1. E. males with 1<cts≤6. F. males with cts>6.
3.3.4    Population specific emigration rate in relation to the Pgi genotypic composition

I compared the number of emigrants from local populations with the frequency of f genotypes in larval samples ≥0.45 (high-f) and <0.45 (low-f). Here, it was sensible to compare the observed difference in the high-f and low-f emigrants with the predictions of the diffusion model posterior predictive data, because for the randomisations only the high-f and low-f tags for patches could be randomised, making the sample size in the randomisations too low for reliable comparisons.   

Fig. 3.8. The diffusion model predicted and the observed (thick line) difference between the number of emigrants from high-f and low-f local populations (high-f – low-f) in females (A, two-sided P≈1) and males (B, one-sided P=0.143).  








4.    DISCUSSION

This study has revealed an intriguing difference in the effect of the Pgi genotype on migration behaviour in the two sexes of M. cinxia. Here I will discuss this finding. In addition, although the main objective of this study was to evaluate the association between the Pgi genotype and migration rate, I first briefly discuss the results of the mark-release-recapture experiment, the biological significance of the VM and diffusion model parameter values, and compare the results of the two models.  


4.1    Patterns of recapture and movements between habitat patches

The sample size of the mark-release-recapture experiment (334) was significantly smaller than expected based on the numbers of larvae recorded in the study area in the spring (~500-1000 if ~50% of existing larvae were detected, the pupation probability was ~25-50%, and the capture probability of adults ~50%), although the population larval counts in the spring and the number of adults captured in the following summer did show a positive correlation. On the other hand, recapture rates and capture probabilities of both sexes were high, around 40-50%. These numbers are similar to or higher than those found in previous MRR studies of M. cinxia (e.g. Kuussaari et al. 1996, Wahlberg et al. 2002). It seems thus likely that the low numbers of butterflies were due to unexpectedly high mortality from the late larval instars to adulthood rather than to a low capture probability of adult butterflies. In fact, the entire M. cinxia metapopulation of Åland experienced a population crash between the spring and autumn of 2006 (pers. comm., Ilkka Hanski, Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences, University of Helsinki), possibly due to larval or pupal parasitism, predation or the exceptionally hot and dry weather during the summer (see Nieminen et. al. 2004).  
In this study the sex ratio of butterflies was biased, such that males constituted a larger proportion (63%) of the marked and recaptured individuals. The true sex ratio of M. cinxia is 1:1 (Wahlberg et al. 2002), and the observed bias is most likely due to the differential catchability of the sexes (e.g. Kuussaari et al. 1996, Wahlberg et al. 2002). Butterfly females typically spend less time flying within habitat patches than males, who move more actively in search of mates (Shreeve 1984, Baguette et al. 1996). This may make females more difficult to observe. In fact, the recapture rates and capture probabilities estimated by both models indicate a slightly lower capture probability of females. Other factors possibly influencing the bias are differential preadult mortality, adult mortality rates, and adult emigration rates (Ehrlich et al. 1984). The adult mortality rates estimated by both models were slightly higher for females, which has also previously been observed in this species (Wahlberg et al. 2002). This observation will be discussed more in section 4.2. In previous studies, emigration rates of females have been higher than those of males (e.g. Hanski et al. 1994, Kuussaari et al. 1996, Wahlberg et al. 2002), but here a lower emigration rate was found for females. In summary, it is likely that the male biased sex ratio was here mostly caused by the differential catchability and mortality rate of the sexes.
Eight percent of females and 11% of males were observed to have emigrated at least once during their lifetime. Fourty-four percent of movements were made between five large and well-connected populations. These populations are also located along a road, which may have functioned as a dispersal corridor. Previous studies have shown that carabid beetles use roadside verges as dispersal corridors (Vermeulen & Opdam 1995). The rest of the movements covered more evenly the study network. Long moves tended to occur across open fields, as could be expected.

     
4.2    Model parameters and the fit of the models

4.2.1    The VM-model

I was able to successfully estimate the parameters of the Virtual Migration model with the MRR data. However, the small number of migration events between the patches resulted in wide confidence limits, and therefore the parameter values should be interpreted with caution. 
	Emigration and immigration rates were highly influenced by patch area in both sexes. The VM model has been previously used to estimate population parameters for a metapopulation of M. cinxia by Wahlberg et al. (2002). In their study, lower patch area dependence was found for both emigration and immigration than in the present study. It has been suggested that lack of the area effect in emigration may be related to substantial differences in patch quality (Wang et al. 2004). It may be that here the quality of different-sized habitat patches in terms of e.g. host and nectar plant quality was more uniform than in previous studies. Also, substantial variation in habitat patch areas in this study may lead to the emergence of a strong area effect. The estimated daily emigration rate from a patch of 1 ha was rather low, 5% in females and 8% in males. Wahlberg et al. (2002) found a significantly higher emigration rate especially for females (~40%). I will discuss the reason for females in this study having a very low emigration rate in section 4.2.3. 
The daily dispersal distances estimated by the VM model were longer in males than females, although the difference is not significant. On the contrary, Wahlberg et al. (2002) estimated shorter dispersal distances in males than in females (see also Hanski et al. 1994). The difference may be due to the overall low emigration rates of females in this study. The mortality rate in the habitat patches was higher in females than in males, possibly because of some environmental factors having a differing effect on the sexes. 
	The overall fit of the model to the actual data (Table A.1. in the Appendix) was moderately good. In 25% of local populations, significantly more emigrants were observed than was expected by the model. The association of the Pgi genotype effect to this lack-of-fit will be discussed in section 4.3.2. 
	    

4.2.2    The diffusion model

The parameterisation of the spatially explicit diffusion model was also successful, although once again due to the limited amount of data the confidence intervals are wide. The boundary multiplier and the diffusion coefficient are correlated, and this is reflected in the width of their confidence intervals, which indicate an especially large amount of uncertainty. The correlation between these two parameters can however be expected biologically, as high diffusivity is able to compensate for strong edge-mediated behavior (Ovaskainen, 2004). 
	The value of the boundary multiplier reflects the strong preference of individuals for habitat patches over the matrix. The density of individuals within habitat patches is inferred to be over thousand-fold compared to the matrix, with females almost twice as reluctant to leave a patch than males. A small boundary multiplier implies a strong edge effect, which decreases emigration rate from a patch. Compared to other metapopulations of related butterfly species studied with the help of the diffusion model, the edge effect for  M. cinxia in this study is very strong. Ovaskainen (2004) found around a hundred-fold preference for habitat in Melitaea diamina, whereas Lehtomäki (2006) found only around a ten-fold preference in Boloria selene.
The average lifetime movement distances in a homogenous environment estimated by the model were similar in both sexes though slightly longer for females. Therefore, females are less willing to leave a habitat patch, but when they do, they tend to move somewhat longer distances than males. The mortality rate of females was slightly higher than that of males. Since females are predicted to spend more time in the habitat patches than males, this greater mortality seems to take place in the habitat patches.
	There was lack-of-fit of the real data to the 1000 simulated posterior data sets in both movement patterns and longevity. The association of the Pgi genotype with this lack-of-fit will be discussed in section 4.3.     
	  

4.2.3    Comparison of the two models

The results of the two models can be compared to a certain extent. The mortality rate of females estimated by the two models are very similar. Both models predict a higher mortality rate for females in habitat patches. On the other hand, the mortality rate of males estimated by the VM model is lower than the one estimated by the diffusion model. However, the diffusion model estimated longevities fitted the data very poorly (Fig. 3.6). The daily dispersal distance estimated by the VM model is shorter in females than in males, but the diffusion model predicts a slightly longer lifetime dispersal distance in females than in males. However, the differences are small and not statistically significant.
The most interesting comparison can be made between the emigration rate from the habitat patches estimated by the two models. Both models suggest a very low emigration rate from the habitat patches, and lower in females than in males. This difference between the sexes is different from previous results for M. cinxia, in which females were more likely to emigrate than males (Kuussaari et al. 1996). A possible reason could be that males do not need to assess habitat quality in terms of host plant quality and quantity in contrast to females (Singer & Hanski 2004). Therefore, in poor quality habitat patches with few host plants, the emigration rate of females could be higher than that of males. The reason for females in this study having a lower emigration rate than males is not clear. It may be that the quality of most habitat patches in terms of host plant availability was satisfactory for females. On the other hand, the higher mortality rate of females than males in the VM model suggests that the low emigration rate of females may have been due to high mortality. The daily mortality rate within a habitat patch was very high in females (24%), and thus it was some 5 times more likely for a female to die in a patch than to emigrate from it, possibly leading to a low realized emigration rate. In males, mortality in habitat patches and emigration were approximately equal. 
The VM model predicted significantly fewer numbers of emigrants from habitat patches than was observed, whereas in most patches the diffusion model predicted more emigrants than was observed. Small sample size and other features of the data may have differing effects on the fit of the models. The distribution of the habitat patch areas was biased towards small patches with one patch of a substantially larger area. To test whether this had an effect on the lack-of-fit of the VM model predicted numbers of emigrants, the model was run again with a reduced area for the outlier patch. This did not affect the results of the VM model.
The two models differ greatly in their structural assumptions. The most important differences are the assumptions made on the nature of individual movements. The VM model assumes direct moves between habitat patches, whereas the diffusion model assumes that movements follow the random-walk model. Other important differences between the two models include the inclusion of the edge effect in the diffusion model, which also gives rise to a habitat patch area effect, in contrast to the power-law scaling of the area effect in the VM model. Also, the diffusion model treats the landscape in a more spatially realistic manner (inclusion of actual locations and shapes of habitat patches instead of only the area of patches and their distance from other patches) and accounts for the time that individuals spend dispersing. Both models assume that all individuals of each sex are identical. If this is not the case, the model may not fit real data well. The individuals may differ from each other because of their phenotype or genotype, resulting in deviations from the model predictions. The spatially explicit diffusion model is more advanced and realistic in its assumptions, and is used below to detect the effect of the Pgi genotype on migration propensity.


4.3    The effect of Pgi genotype on movements between habitat patches

4.3.1    Individual level 

There was substantial lack-of-fit in the observed values of the movement descriptors to the values expected by the diffusion model. Therefore, the effect of the Pgi genotype on these deviations was assessed by randomisations.
	It was hypothesised based on previous knowledge on the occurrence of the f genotype in relation to population age and connectivity, and on their higher flight metabolic rate, that  females with the f genotype would move more between habitat patches than females with the non-f genotype. This was also observed. The result suggests a stronger migration propensity in females having the Pgi-f allele, probably because of their higher flight metabolic rate and consequent higher flight capacity. Also, the number of migration events seemed to level off sooner in the flight season in the non-f females. This may imply a joint effect of an individual’s age and genotype: females with the f genotype are able to migrate throughout their adult life, whereas the weaker fliers with the non-f genotype are likely to migrate only in early age and in good physical condition. The temporal pattern of migration events was not due to differences in the capture probability of individuals, which followed the model predictions closely throughout the course of the study.
	The males, on the other hand, showed a reverse pattern of migration propensity with respect to the Pgi genotype, and the difference between the sexes was nearly significant. The non-f males moved more between habitat patches than males with the Pgi-f allele. In addition, the temporal pattern of migration events was similar but opposite to that of females. That is, the number of migration events levelled off sooner in the flight season in males with the f genotype than in males with the non-f genotype. The overall temporal pattern here is similar to that found by Kuussaari et al. (1996), but with novel evidence for an effect of the Pgi genotype. Kuussaari et al. (1996) found that the numbers of emigrating males levelled off sooner in the flight season than the number of emigrants in females, which also seems to be the case in this study. Overall, it seems that males without the Pgi-f allele have higher migration propensity, though this does not necessarily imply that they have lower flight capacity. It is likely that both females and males with the Pgi-f allele have higher flight metabolic rate and hence resulting potential flight capacity than individuals without it. As hypothesised in section 1.7, the difference in migration propensity between the two sexes may be due to the difference in the function of flight in females and males instead of their phenotype. Females with an f genotype may use their high flight capacity to migrate to new habitat, whereas males with an f genotype may use it to acquire mates by keeping a territory and fighting off other males from it, possibly forcing them to emigrate. Wahlberg (1995a, b) showed that territorial M. cinxia males are likely to be more successful in acquiring mates than non-territorial males. This may be because of the gregariousness of M. cinxia larvae, which leads to an eclosion of multiple females in a concentrated area. Males able to keep a territory in such an area are likely to be the most successful. He also observed fighting behaviour between males. In addition, there is recent evidence for M. cinxia that males with a higher metabolic rate may be less prone to emigration (pers. comm., Kristjan Niitepõld, Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences, University of Helsinki).
	The reliability of these results is supported by other movement descriptors that showed a similar pattern of migration propensity in f and non-f genotypes in the two sexes. The fraction of individuals that moved between habitat patches at least once during their lifetime was higher in f females and non-f males. Also, the probability of having long-distance non-random movement paths (i.e. from habitat patch A to B to A) was higher in f females and non-f males, further indicating a higher migration propensity in these groups. It is possible that such unlikely movement paths are due to misreading of wing markings in the MRR experiment, but I consider this to be unlikely as the data were carefully checked especially for these individuals. It is likely that the landscape structure and the prevailing environmental conditions, especially wind direction and speed (Meitner et al. 2004), affect the movement paths. As mentioned before, some movement paths along e.g. roads in the study area were used more often than others, suggesting that movement among habitat patches is not completely random as was assumed in the diffusion model using uncorrelated random walk to describe the movements of individuals. 
In accordance with the previous results, the mean migration distances were somewhat longer in the non-f males. However, there was no difference in the migration distances of the f and non-f females, suggesting that the Pgi genotype may mostly affect the propensity to emigrate from a patch rather than affecting so much the distance an individual migrates. 
Many environmental factors such as the abundances of nectar plants and larval host plants, the size of a habitat patch and the openness of its boundary, weather, conspecifics and natural enemies affect emigration and immigration rates of M. cinxia (section 1.5.1). It is likely that these factors interact with the effect of Pgi genotype on migration propensity. Hanski & Saccheri (2006) found that the Pgi genotypic composition of a local population of M. cinxia affects its growth rate, but that the strength and even sign of this effect are dependent on the ecological context (the area and spatial connectivity of the habitat patch). Certain environmental conditions may decrease or override the effect of the  Pgi genotype making it difficult to detect, whereas in other conditions the full extent of the effect may be seen (Hanski & Saccheri 2006, see also Saastamoinen 2007). Here, an effect of the Pgi genotype on migration propensity was nearly significant. It is possible that under different environmental conditions the effect would be stronger.




4.3.2    Population level

A pattern in line with the previous results on the effect of Pgi genotype on migration propensity was observed in male emigrants from populations with high and low frequencies of the f genotypes. There were more male emigrants from populations with a low frequency of the f genotypes than expected by the diffusion model. This trend for low-f populations was observed for males also using the Virtual Migration model. The VM model showed a significant lack-of-fit for females in the high-f populations, which had a higher emigration rate than expected. These results are in accordance with the results of the individual-level analyses, further strengthening the notion that females with and males without the f genotype have higher migration propensity. The fact that results of both models point to the same direction is encouraging. 
The population-level effects are also likely to be context dependent, i.e. affected by the prevailing environmental conditions. However, the frequency of the Pgi f genotype in populations did not correlate significantly with population connectivity, area or age in this study unlike in previous studies (Hanski et al. 2002, Hanski et al. 2004, Hanski et al. 2006, Hanski & Saccheri 2006). This difference may be due to small sample size in this study.
	 

4.4    Dispersal related life-history trade-offs: longevity

I tested whether there existed an association between dispersal rate and longevity in M. cinxia. Hanski et al. (2006) found a negative association between dispersal rate and maximal life span in M. cinxia, possibly because of variation in the metabolic performance of individuals, which in turn would be affected by Pgi genotype. A negative relationship between metabolic rate and life span has been reported for a wide range of taxa (reviewed by van Voorhies 2001). The reduced life span of more dispersive butterflies might thus represent a cost of high metabolic performance. This might select against dispersal in more continuous habitats, especially when unfavourable weather conditions during the flight season make it important to stay alive for a long time.
	In this study, there was substantial lack-of-fit in the capture time span, a measure of longevity, in the diffusion model predictions for males, with significantly fewer males with a medium capture time span and significantly more males with a long capture time span. The data for females fit the model predictions closely. 
The lack-of-fit in the capture time span seems not be due to variation in the capture probability, which fitted the model expectations throughout the study. The lack-of-fit in males could not be explained by the Pgi genotypes of individuals. It is possible that the effect of the Pgi genotype is dependent on the ecological context in a similar manner to that expected for migration propensity discussed in the previous section. Hanski et al. (2006) conducted their study in a large population cage, whereas this study was executed in the natural habitat of M. cinxia. Thus the environmental effects are likely to be stronger in this study, possibly hiding the effect of Pgi genotype. The high mortality rates estimated by the two models also point to this conclusion. Potential environmental effects contributing to the present longevity results may include predation by dragonflies and spiders (van Nouhuys & Hanski 2004), larval food limitation during the previous autumn and spring (Boggs & Freeman 2005) and weather, especially the high temperatures of the summer (Karlsson & Wiklund 2005, Nieminen et al. 2004). In addition, the measure of longevity used in this study, the time between the first and the last capture, gives only the minimum estimate of the life span, which might also bias the results.


4.5    The effect of Pgi genotype on emigration in the two sexes, and consequences for population dynamics: conclusions 

The results on the effect of the Pgi genotype on emigration in the two sexes all point to the same direction, even when two different statistical models were used and multiple movement descriptors in both the individual and population levels were examined. This study thus presents evidence for a difference in the Pgi effect in the two sexes. Females with and males without the Pgi-f allele have higher migration propensity, most likely due to differences in the function of flight in the two sexes. Females with the Pgi-f allele may use the resulting higher flight capacity to migrate between habitat patches, trying to maximise their fitness by finding a habitat patch or patches of good quality. Males, on the other hand, need to acquire mates, and thus the higher flight capacity of the males with the Pgi-f allele would be important in defending territories and driving off competing males. The Pgi effect is likely to be dependent on the prevailing environmental effects, such as the structure of the landscape, the quality of habitat and weather conditions. It is possible that this context dependence may in some cases decrease or hide the variation in flight capacity and migration propensity due to Pgi genotype. This study was performed in natural conditions with all the environmental factors that may affect butterflies´ performance. On the other hand, conducting a study under natural conditions should give a better understanding of the biology of real populations.
	The results of Hanski & Saccheri (2006) on the Pgi genotypic composition of local populations affecting their growth rate demonstrate that in addition to affecting the phenotype of individuals, the effect of Pgi extends to dynamics of entire populations. The fact that the effect of Pgi genotype on migration propensity is reversed in the two sexes may have fundamental effects on the Pgi genotypic composition of populations, which in turn influences variation in migration propensity at the population level. Migration patterns have important consequences for the pattern of habitat patch occupancy and for the extinction and colonization probabilities of local populations (Hanski et al. 1994, 1995a,b).
Because females with the f genotype and males with the non-f genotype are more likely to emigrate from a habitat patch, it is possible that this leads to dissimilar Pgi allelic compositions in the sexes after the flight season. However, females typically mate in their natal population before migration, and hence male genes may be carried to other populations by emigrating females. According to my hypothesis, males with the f genotype are superior in getting mates, and hence most of the male genes carried by dispersive (f) females to other populations would be from f males. This would explain the high incidence of the Pgi-f allele in newly-established isolated populations found in previous studies. On the other hand, other alleles would be carried to new populations by the more dispersive non-f males, but the effect may not be strong, since the non-f males may not be able to mate and pass on these alleles to future generations at a high rate.
	Future studies should address questions raised by the difference in the Pgi genotypic effect in the two sexes. Are the non-migrating males truly territorial and hence superior in getting mates? Are there actual interactions among males, whereby the weaker flyers (non-f) would be driven to emigrate? How much does the ecological context affect the effect of Pgi on migration rate?
	The results presented in this study contribute to the understanding of a major genotypic effect on migration propensity in an endangered butterfly species inhabiting a fragmented landscape. Fragmented habitats are an ever more common environment for many specialist species due to changes in the landscapes created by humans. Understanding the factors affecting migration in metapopulations facilitates understanding of the survival of species in such environments.         
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Running of the Virtual Migration model

Supplementary software for computation of the Virtual Migration model parameter estimates, confidence intervals, and goodness-of-fit tests is available in ESA´s Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives E081-001.
For the parameter estimation using the VM program, the data has to be transformed into a specific format. Four separate text files are needed:

1) The settings file: This file includes the names of the input and output files, the parameters to be estimated and settings to be used in the estimation, such as the amount of effort to be put into computation.

2) The mark-release-recapture data file: This file includes for each butterfly individual the id number, sex, days of recapture and their respective patch id´s in the order of recapture. Separate data files for males and females were constructed.

3) The patch system file: This file includes the x- and y- coordinates (km) and the areas (m2) of the patches.

4) The sampling days file: This file includes the day numbers when marking was done and the patch id´s of the habitat patches visited during those days in the order of visitation.

















































































^1	  the probability of a false negative, i.e. classifying a patch as empty when it is in fact occupied, is 0,1-0,15
